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Consider estimating a smooth p-variate density f at 0 using the classical kernel 
estimator f.(O) = n-’ x, b;“w(b;‘X,) based on a sample (Xi} from f: Under 
familiar conditions, assigning b, = bn-“(4+p’ gives the best MSE decay rate 
O(n- 4’(4+p)), but the optimal b, b* say, depends on f through its second derivatives, 
raising a feasibility objection to its use. By prescribing a pilot estimate of b* based 
on the same sample, Woodroofe has shown that there need be asymptotically no 
loss as against knowing the constant exactly, but his proposal is critically 
dependent on achieving a certain consistency rate for b*. Admitting a minor change 
in the risk function, we show by a tightness argument applied to the error process 
that any consistent estimator of b* may be used to achieve the same performance. 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
Let X, ,..., X,, be independent, identically distributed p-vectors with fixed 
Lebesgue density f assumed to have all second-order partial derivatives Djk f 
continuous at 0. Consider the classical kernel estimator off at 0 
f,(O) = n-' C b,PW(b, 'Xi) 
with b, + 0, nb, + 00 as n + co, and. w  any fixed real-valued, compactly 
supported, smooth even function on Rp, satisfying lRP w(y) dy = 1. 
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A well-known result is then in force, which we quote from Mack and 
Rosenblatt [5], whose notation we adopt: 
MSE(f,,(O)) = jb: Q(f)(O)’ + o(b;) + n-‘b,“f(O) J’ w(u)’ du 
+ O(n-‘b;-p).l 
Consequently, an optimal assignment is given by 
b,* = b*n-1/@+4) 
(yielding decay rate n -4’(4tp) for the MSE), with 
b* = {pf(O) [w(u)’ du Q(j)(O)-‘}“@+“’ (1) 
provided f”(0) is assumed non-zero. 
Woodroofe [6] developed an estimator of the optimal constant, by 
computing a preliminary curve estimate based on kernels with bandwidths 
decaying more slowly than usual, and adopting for b* the functional of that 
curve estimate corresponding to (1). Knowing consistency rates for this 
estimator, he argued that substituting it for b* cost the user nothing in 
asymptotic risk. Though our work is in the same spirit as his, neither 
subsumes the other, since in dispensing with his strict prescription for the 
form of the preliminary estimator, we had to tamper slightly with the loss 
function, introducing a receding truncation (which arguably renders it more 
realistic). Specifically, instead of MSE, consider first as risk the probability 
of a large deviation. Our ideal (but infeasible) estimator satisfies, for every 
h > 0, 
lim sup P[n2’(4+p) If,(O) -./WI > hl < k,h-*v (2) n-rax 
where 
k,= $p-p”4+P)(4 +p) (f(0) 1 w(u)’ du)4”4+p’ Q(j-)(0)2p’(4+p) 
or more strongly, following a criterion advanced by Hajek, 
sup lim sup E[n4’(4+p) Mt(O) -f (0))’ Aa 1 G k,. Cl>0 “‘CO 
’ Their term corresponding to O(.) is slightly sharpened here. 
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We show that this property (and ipso facto (2)) are preserved with no 
increase in the operating constant k, if b* is replaced by B,, any of its 
consistent estimators. (Such estimators are plentiful, being obtainable for 
instance through differentiating certain nearest neighbor or crude kernel- 
based curve estimates off with slowly decreasing bandwidths. There may be 
cause to base B, on a vanishingly small fraction of the sample, the first m(n) 
say (m(n) + co), which are reserved for the pilot phase, and consequently 
conditionally independent of the final estimator. Even they will be acceptable 
in spite of their extreme suboptimality per se.) 
2 
Suppose with little loss that 0 < U-r < L-’ are known bounds enclosing 
b*, and B, is winsorized accordingly. 
Subscripting our estimator now, 
f,(O),-, = n - 1 r BnPnP’(4+P)~(B,‘,1’(4+P)Xi), 
” 
i 
we view f,(O), as a continuous path stochastic process, t E [L, U], then 
suitably centering and inflating to get 
Y”(f) = n 2’(4+PY.Mo), -f(O)), 
a result in Billingsley [3] gives tightness of the sequence Y,, in C[L, U] with 
the usual topology, so that arguing ahead, by the Ascoli characterization of 
compactness there, given any 71 > 0, there is an equicontinuous subfamily 
containing each sample path with probability at least 1 - x. 
Fixing Q > 0 then, and setting 
z;(t) = Y,(t)2 A Q, 
a corresponding equicontinuous family can be drawn for those paths too; 
call it Cav”. 
Then fixing a, n > 0, 
EZ;(B,‘)=EZ;(b*-‘) +E[ZO,(B,‘)-Z;(b*-‘)] 
< EZ;(b* -‘) + cm + E[Z;(B,‘) - Z;(b* - ‘)I 1 [Z;(s) E C’*,) 
= EZ;(b *-‘)+arr+o(1) as n+co. 
The last equality is due to the bounded convergence theorem applied to 
the integrand [Zi(B;‘) -Zi(b*-‘)I l[Z:(e) E PX], noting that on the set 
indicated, the assumed consistency of B,, and equicontinuity of C”*” force 
convergence to zero in probability. 
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Now letting n -+ co, then x + 0, we get 
lim sup EZi(B; ‘) = lim sup EZi(b* -‘) Q k, 
R’cn “-03 
and taking suprema over (I establishes the result. 
3 
It remains to demonstrate tightness of {Y,} using a version of Billingsley’s 
[3] Theorem 12.3, which we give: 
THEOREM. {Y,} is tight in CIO, l] if it satisfies these two conditions: 
(i) (Y,(O)} is tight. 
(ii) There exist y >, 0; Q > 1; F: [0, 1 ] + R non-decreasing, continuous, 
such that 
P[I Ym(f*) - Y”Ol) I2 Al< + IW,) - Wll” for every t, , t2, n, 1 > 0. 
(ii) is implied by the moment condition 
E I Yn(t,) - Y&JY < IF(h) - W,I”. (ii’) 
Evidently it is sulficient for us to show that Y,(t) has a derivative bounded 
in mean square, uniformly in n and t E [L, U]. 
Writing q = l/(4 + p), and X,, = rth component of Xi, 
EY;(t)2 = n4%-‘E 
[ 
ix tPnP4w(tnqXJ 
2 
i 1 
2 
=n --4q ,,E PtP-’ [ I w(tn”X,) + tP 1 D, w(tnqX,) n”X,, I I 
t n(n - 1) E 
[ I 
2 
ptP-’ w(tn’X,) t tP C D,W(tn”Xi) tI"X,i 
r II 1 
= n-4q [nnWpqP’ jRP 1 pw(v) t c D,w(v) v, f(t-‘n-qv) dv r 
t n(n - 1) n-2pqt-2 pw(v) + c Dr w(v) vr 
r I 
2 
xf(t-‘n-“v) do 
)I 
. (3) 
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We expand f under the integrals, i.e., 
f (t-In -‘u> =f(O) + t-‘nP x Djf(0) uj 
f jt-2n-2q~7 L’ Djk f (0)ujuk + te20(nezq), -- 
i k 
where uj, uk denote components of u E I?“, and o(npzq) is uniformly small in 
u (and t) since the effective range of integration above is the bounded 
support of w, and f has bounded second derivatives in some neighborhood of 
0, containing (0tC’n Pu: (BIG 1; t E [L, V]; u E supp(w)] for n sufficiently 
large. 
Uniformity in u justifies bringing the order terms outside the integrals, 
giving for the first term in (3), tpe2 O(1) (the leading term), and for the 
second one, t -6 O(1); here the first two terms have fallen away, by evenness 
of w, and the parts identity 
-I 
-T- D,w(u) u, du = -p w(u) C.&l. 
r i 
The limits implicit in all order terms are uniform in t, so tightness follows 
and our claim is proved. 
4 
The method appears to be of wide applicability and can be generalized to 
multiparameter setups through the work of Bickel and Wichura [2], where 
Biilingsley’s Lipschitz condition is replaced by uniformly bounding the 
increments of the process around rectangular blocks of the parameter space. 
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ADDENDUM 
Krieger and Pickands 141 recently tackled a similar problem through a Poissonization and 
embedding argument to establish weak convergence of the error process. In view of the 
Prokhorov characterization of relative compactness in terms of tightness, there may be a deep 
equivalence between the approaches, but this one appears the more straightforward in 
requiring fewer auxiliary constructs. 
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